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In this presentation; clinical

applications of ADRC are

introduced, including the use of

these cells for fat grafts,

regeneration of local soft tissue

defects, augmentation of breast,

management of aging face, difficult

wounds, and scar at livhospital.
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As we age we lose fat from our face,

breasts and hands. We also tend to

accumulate fatty deposits in areas that we

don’t want such as the stomach, thighs,

arms, chin and back.



FREE  FAT GRAFTİNG

 Autologous free fat

grafting for the

correction of various soft

tissue defects is being

increasingly used in

plastic and reconstructive

surgery, because it is

biocompatible, versatile

natural-looking, non-

immunogenic,

inexpensive, and readly

obtainable with low

donor site morbidity.



 For many years now, I

have offered standart

fat transfer options to

my plastic surgery

patients.



The fat is

removed from

the thighs,

abdomen,

buttocks or

another area with

excess fat,

offering the

added benefit

of slimming and



 The main disadvantage of

this technique is the high

absorption rate of the

transplanted fat, which

can reach 70% of the

volume; therefore,

overcorrection and

repeated operations are

needed Free fat grafting

often has a low survival

rate, and adipose tissue

can be quickly resorbed

and replaced by fibrous

tissue and oil cysts.



To overcome this

shortcoming of

traditional fat grafting,

techniques for adipose-

derived regenerative cell

(ADRC)-enriched fat

grafting are currently

being adapted for

practical application. The

therapeutic potential of

ADRC has been tested

during the last decade

and they have been

effectively utilized in

field of plastic surgery



Cell-enriched

autologous fat transfer

is a procedure in

which a patient's own

body fat is used to

augment sunken or

thin regions of the

face or body in order

to add volume where

it is desired.



Cell Assisted Lipotransfer



Matsumoto et al. reported that, when aspirated

fat was transplanted subcutaneously into severe

combined immunodeficiency mice with (cell-

assisted lipotransfer; CAL) or without (non-CAL)

vascular stromal fractions containing Human

ADRC isolated from adipose tissue, the CAL fat

survived better (35% larger on average) than the

non-CAL fat, and microvasculature was detected

more prominently in the CAL fat, especially in

the outer layers.





Why enriched the fat with additional regenerative cells ? 
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 The cells promote
vascularization (new blood
vessels) for the fat graft, brining
vital nutrients to help the
survival of the transplanted fat.

 In addition to helping the
fat cells to incorporate into the
injected area, they preserve
tissue volume by forming new
fats cells, also they
create/stimulate fibroblasts
activity/migration for more
collagen production.

 Additionally, cell enriched
fat also decreases known adverse
effects of a standard fat injection
such as formation of fibrosis,
pseudo cyst and calcification.



Our applications are all based on primary

ADRC rather then cultured cells, the

Celution 800/ CRS (Cytori Therapeutics,

San Diego,Ca), and manuel techniques was

recently developed to enable rapid grafting

of the patient’s own freshly harvested

ADRC by automating and standardizing the

extraction, washing, and concentration of

ADRC for clinical use without requiring a

culturing step.



The celution system and ADRC 

isolation



SVF-Manuel











This type of fat transfer has such

applications as:

Filling in forehead wrinkles and laugh lines

· Filling sunken areas under the eyes

· Cheek or chin augmentation

· Smoothing lines in the face

· Breast augmentation or reconstruction

· Gluteal augmentation

· Improve facial or breast symmetry

· Lip augmentation



The Benefits
· Procedure can be performed under local

anesthesia
· No cutting or stitches
· Utilizes patients own fat and regenerative cells
· Minimal risk of complications
· Minimal recovery time
· Natural looking results
· Improves skin appearance
· Regenerates and heals tissueImproves blood

flow to area
· Long lasting results
· No foreign materials implanted, so there is no 

risk of      allergic reactions



Before
After

After







Flap and STSG + ADRC 

with fat



Replantation + ADRC 



 Free Flap + ADRC



Ateşli silah yaralanması



Doku nakli



Ekstravazasyon sonrası nekroz gelişen 

hastaya serbest flep uygulaması
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CONCLUSIONS



It is important for physicians:

To fallow best clinical practice,

Particularly in the area of patient

assesment and selection



What is the truth behind stem cell

cosmetic surgery?

Stem cell are definitely the future of 

medicine and plastic surgery.

But, the truth is, stem cell therapies in aesthetic

and reconstructive surgery should be conducted

within clinical studies under Institional review

Board approval, including compliance with all

guide lines



In most countries the use of cultured
stem cells for clinical purposes is
currently strictly regulated.

Although government regulations are
necessary to ensure patient safety, they
should stil allow reasonable
promotion of stem cell research and
clinical studies.
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